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COVERING THE CAMPUS LIKE A SWARM OF GNATS

President Bruce Grube steps down after 10 years at helm of Georgia Southern

The tenure of President Bruce
Grube saw the development and
revitalization of both the physical
campus and also the programs
offered here. Below is a list of
achievements during his term.

A final farewell to Grubes

University honors couple at
reception Tuesday afternoon

By Robert Greene/Staff Writer
Feb. 3,1999: Bruce Grube, then !
president of St. Cloud University, while
visiting during the presidential search j
says that he "wants GSU to excel by j
becoming a more student-oriented
university."

By Charles Minshew
Editor-in-Chief

March 11,1999: Grube is named the
11 th president of Georgia Southern.
Dec. 1999: The Eagles football!
team welcomes Grube to the rich
tradition of sports at GSU with a fifth j
national championship won against I
Youngtown State, 59-24.
Jan. 31, 2000: In the pages ofj
The George-Anne, Grube predicts
that GSU will win another national
championship in football.The Eagles
obligethenewpresidentbydefeating
Montana 27-25 in December.
April 2, 2000: Grube is officially
inaugrated as president in a ceremony
almost a year after taking office.
2000: College of Information
Technology founded. IT Building
opens two years later.
Jan. 22, 2002: The Performing Arts
Center opens. Among those in
atendance are Georgia Governor Roy
Barnes.
Charles Minshew/STAFF

Timeline Continued,
page 13.
'NEWS
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President Grube reflects on his
presidency and legacy at GSU.

^

Georgia Southern President Bruce Grube and his wife, Kathryn, react to the unveiling
of a plaque naming the Learning Commons at the Zach S. Henderson Library in their honor.
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Partly Cloudy

Outgoing President Bruce Grube and his wife
Kathryn were honored at a reception in the Center
for Art and Theatre Tuesday.
Both became very emotional when it was
announced that the Learning Commons at the Zach
S. Henderson Library would be named in their honor.
"In appreciation for [their] steadfast belief that the
university has an obligation to provide our students
with thebest, most up-to-date technology that willhelp
them succeed and learn, this area is nowbeing named
"Ihe Bruce and Kathryn Grube Learning Commons,'"
said acting Provost and Vice President for Academic
Affairs Gary Means.
Visiblyemotional.BruceGrubesaid, "Overwhelmed
would be an understatement right now. It really would
be. Thank you all so very, very much."
The circular area near the Chemistry/Nursing
Building and the College of Education will also be
named for the couple, becoming a park that will
receive new landscaping.
Means not only spoke about Bruce Grube's
achievements over the past 10 years, but also the role
that Kathryn Grube has played in GSU's growth.
"She, in her own right, leaves a legacy equally as
great as Bruce's," Means said. "A legacy ofgoodwill and
partnership between Georgia Southern, Statesboro,
Bulloch County and the larger region."
President Grube thanked everyone who has worked
with him during his past 10 years and said that the
couple realized that GSU was "where we needed to be."
In closing, Grube said, "We'll never leave Georgia
Southern because Georgia Southern will always be
with us."

Become a fan of The George-Anne
on Facebook! Visit
www.facebook.com/TheGeorgeAnne
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Local stores offer textbook buybacks
By Kelsey Sorrell
Staff writer

I

Textbook buyback week begins next week
during finals week.
Most students begin collecting their books
upon the last day of class and begin to find the
best location to'sell their books and receive the
most money.
Junior Andrew Mosley looks forward to his
visit to Gray's Bookstore each semester.
"IusuallysellmybooksbacktoGray'sbecause
it's next to Subway and I'm often hungry, so it's
very convenient," he said.
Many stores in the Statesboro area buy the
books back at a half-new price, including the
University Bookstore, Grays and Textbook Brokers, all conveniently located on or near campus.
Unlike other stores, however, Textbook
Brokers informs their customers on the location
that gives the most money for certain textbooks.
"We sell our books back for half-new price
like most of the other stores until we have filled
our quota," said Jereme Turner, the store manager
of Textbook Brokers. "After we fill our quota
though, we still buy back the books. We just give
an offer on the book the student wants to sell
back and let them know which store gives the
most money, then we let them decide."
One issue many students struggle with is
the dreaded situation in which a book cannot
be sold back, causing the student to lose even
more money.
"We take back any book with a value," said
Turner. "Some stores won't take back books that
were used in the fall [but] won't be used in the
spring, but we do. We buy back 90 percent of
the books, and the other 5 percent that we don't,
we make tables out of them. If we don't take
back a book, we inform students on as much
knowledge as we know and tell them why we're
not taking it back."
Textbook Brokers also allows students to

sell back unused access cards that come with
textbooks such as Mathlab.
"Next week, the guy on the corner will be
there taking books back. He doesn't give the
most money for books that are being used at
GSU next term, he offers the value of the book
nationwide. So we will be there in a tent next
to him paying half-new price over there so that
students have a choice and don't have to wait in.
line at our normal location. We have two sites
for- students to sell back books [at Textbook
Brokers] this year," said Turner.
According to Turner, Textbook Brokers is
a competitive business and therefore does not
give out their prices for buying or selling books,
but "we can guarantee that if a student finds a
cheaper book in the first 48 hours when buying
a book, that we will match that price," he said.
"Also, [for selling books] after we make our offer, we will educate students on the best place
to sell books back to."
Sophomore Amanda Ervin generally buys
her books online or preordered at the University
Store, but mainly sells her books back to the
University Store due to its convenient location.
"I want to get money, and [The University
Store] is the closest," she said. "I never heard of
Textbook Brokers, but now that I know what
they do, I will probably go there from now on
to buy and sell my books back."
The University Store, like many other
bookstores, buys textbooks from students at a
half-new price.
For example, a macroeconomics book, for
ECON 2105, a common core class that students
are required to take, is sold new for $93.35 and
bought back for $46.50.
Gray's Bookstore also buys back textbooks
from students at a half-new price with differing prices.
The macroeconomics book at this location
is sold new for $91.70 or used for $68.80 dollars
and bought back for $47.
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GRIND

""The Oldest and Most Award Winning Coffee House In "The 'Boro"

M-F 7am-9:30pm | Sat. 8am-5pm |

Sun. Closed

STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
The George-Anne is the official student newspaper of
Georgia Southern University, owned and operated by GSU
students using facilities provided by the university.The
newspaper is the oldest continuously published newspaper in BuMoch County and Statesboro, Ga. The newspaper
is a designated public forum for the Georgia Southern
community. Opinions expressed herein are those of the
student writers and editors and DO NOT necessarily
reflect those of the faculty, staff or administration of GSU,
the Student Media Advisory Board or the University System of Georgia. The newspaper is published twice weekly,
on Tuesdays and Thursdays, during most of the academic
year. Any questions regarding content should be directed
to the student editor by phone at 912.478.5246 or at
gaeditac@georgiasouthern.edu- Readers may access the
newspaper and its archives at www.gadatiy.com.
ADVERTISING: The newspaper accepts advertising as
a community service to help defray publication costs.
Inquiries should be directed to the ADS or PAGES, P.O.
Box 8001, Georgia Southern Unlverstiy, or by calling
912.478.5418 or 912.478-0566. You can fax any questions
to 912.478.7113 or e-mail ad5l@georgiasouthern.edu.
DISTRIBUTION:The newspaper is distributed free to the
community of GSU.
COLOPHONE:The magazine is printed by The Statesboro
Herald Publishing Co. in Statesboro, Ga. Body copy in
The George-Anne Is 10 point Minion Pro on 12 leading.
Standard headline size Is 40 point Myriad Pro. For more information about the newspaper, please call 912.478.7459,
or e-mail the the director of student media at kcaHaway<$>
georgiasouthern.edu.
SUPPORT: The George-Anne is funded primarily through
revenue from advertisements placed in the paper and
receives additional support, in part, from the Student
Activities Budget Commitee.

Special photo
Local vendors around town are currently accepting book buybacks.

"I always buy and sell back my books at the
University Bookstore," said sophomore Joseph
Bakos. "I didn't know who else to sell them back
to, and I always thought you had to sell them
back to the place where you bought them from."
Now that Bakos knows the comparative
prices he said it's awesome to have more options.
"I will probably start selling back my books
to Gray's but buy my textbooks at Textbook
Brokers," he said.
There are other sources for students to sell
back their books this year. Amazon, eBay and
textbookology.com all allow sellers to set up an
account and sell their textbooks at the price the
seller chooses.
However, students selling their books on
any of these online locations run the risk of
not selling the textbooks at all, whereas any of
these Statesboro locations will immediately buy
a book back with cash from the student as long
as it holds value to Georgia Southern.
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STUDENTS BEWARE: The George-Anne screens all
advertisements prior to publication. The magazine strives
to accept ads for legitimate products and services only.
Students are urged to exercise caution when replying to
ads-particularly those which require a credit card number,
other personal information, or money in advance of the
delivery of a product or service. Students are also urged
to report to the newspaper any suspicious offers which
they might see in an ad. Remember, if an offer seems too
good to be true, it probably is.
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for reserving space
and submitting advertising copy is Noon, one week prior,
to the intended publication date. For more information,
rate cards, sample publications, contact the advertising
manager or student media director.
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The newspaper
makes every reasonable effort to correct and complete
-information in advertisements. However the advertiser
is responsible for any errors In advertisements and its
liability for adjustments is limited to the amount of space
the error occupied in the ad. Further, the newspaper is
not responsible for any damages caused due to an ad's
omission form a particular edition and its responsibility
solely Is to reschedule the ad in the next regular edition at
the regular advertising rates.
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Mail subscriptions are not
available at this time. However, readers may visit our web
site for free access to current and past issues. Visit www.
gadaity.com to view online issues. The George-Anne is distributed free of charge on the Georgia Southern campus
and surrounding areas.
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free copy, and a second for a roommate or acquaintance, at distribution sites.
Additional copies are 50 cents each and are available at
the Williams Center. However, unauthorized removal of
additional copies from a distribution site constitutes theft
under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense punishable
by a fine and/or Jail time. Editors will seek to have any
person(s) who removes more than the authorized number
of copies from distribution sites prosecuted to the full
extent of the law.

124 Savannah Ave,
Statesboro, Ga
912.489.5070
Village Square

NOW OFFERING WI-FI

PRESENT YOUR GSU STUDENT
ID AND ASK US ABOUT OUR
STUDY GROUP SPECIAL

Opinions

Submission of Letters to the Editor
The George-Anne Daily welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and guest columns. All copy submitted
should be 350 words or less, typed, and sent via e-mail in Microsoft Word format to gaeditor@georgiasouthern.edu.
All submissions must be signed and include phone number for verification. GSU students should include their academic
major, year at Georgia Southern University, and hometown. The editors reserve the right to edit or reject any submission.

Our view: With a new year comes new things
It is almost the end of the fall semester, mean- well as create new ones that makes him a good
ing upon students' return it will be spring 2010. addition to the GSU campus.
Also new this year will be the head football
For some, this means graduating and leaving
their home of four years. For others, it's simply- coach, JeffMonken. While those graduating this
spring will not fully get to see the things Monken
beginning a new year.
For those of us who will be staying at Georgia will bring to the table, the rest of the campus is
Southern for the spring semester, 2010 will be a hoping to see Monken carry on the traditions
of Erk Russell and lead our Eagles to a winning
year of big changes.
Bruce Grube, GSU's president of 10 years, will season in fall 2010.
As GSU braces itself to face these and other
be leaving at the end of this semester, so 2010 will
be the beginning of service from a new president, newchanges, there is somethingexcitingtobe seen
Brooks Keel, who will hopefully be bringing new in the horizon. GSU still has so much growing to
•do, and hopefully with some of the changes the
and great things to GSU.
While Grube will be missed, it is exciting to see campus will face in the next few months, GSU can
the college going into new hands. Hopefully Keel continue to grow and meet the enormous amount
will keep in with some of GSU's old'traditions, as on potential the university has.

Get prepared as finals approach
I have been a student here at Georgia
Southern for five years
now. Stressing about
"making the grade"?
Here are a few helpful
hints to end the fall
semester on ahigh note.
Brandilyn N. Brown
1. All-nighters
is a senior music major
are
no bueno. Studies
from Kingsland, Ga.
actually show that a
She is the photo editor
for The George-Anne.
good night's sleep and
aheartybreakfastmake
for better test scores.
Actually, we have been
hearing that advice since those ITBS tests in elementary. Coffee, Aderol and/or any other creative means
that you can think of to keep you awake are not the
answer to good grades on a final.
2. Start studying... NOW, Patrick Novotny tells
his classes from the beginning, "Study your notes 15
minutes a day? Instead of taking a photo snapshot
of information the night before or even the hour
leading up to the final, which may not come back to
you when pencils are tapping and the clock is ticking,
study a little bit every day and you will know your
stuff. Place your notes in the form of questions, true/
false statements and even fill in the blanks- leaving
out the important things, of course. Flash cards are
also helpful, especially with terms and words that
you maybe asked to define.
3. Find out if your final is cumulative or just
over the last part of notes from class. Trust me from
experience, this is very important to know before

the final. On the one hand, you could over-study
and not focus enough on what you need to for
the actual final. On the other, you could not study
enough and miss more than one question that you
forgot about from the beginning of the semester. If
the professor has given out study guides over the
semester, look over those for cumulative questions.
Nine times out of 10 you will be surprised to see the
same question reappear on the final, just in slightly
different wording, or if you're lucky, they may take
it straight from your notes.
4. Take a break. "Club Henderson" becomes a
hot spot for 24-hour studying and has always been
packed during finals week and the weekend prior at
least sincelhavebeenhere. Studying thesame subject
for too long will bore you and cause your mind to
hurt. Try not to spend more than 30 minutes straight
on a subject at a time. In between studying for each
final, get up and walk around for 3 - 5 minutes to
stretch out your body. Remember to eat breakfast,
lunch, and dinner. Sometimes as students we get too
engrossed in what we are studying and forget that
time is still moving, even though we may be sitting.
Walk away for a while if you have to. Sweetheart
Circle is a great place to take a blanket and just relax.
Exercise can also be a good way to take a break from
studying and give you more energy.
5. Make sure you know if you need a scantron
and what kind or if you need a blue book and what
size. Have at least two pencils because you never
know when one may break or not have lead and a
black pen or two for writing. Not all professors or
other students in your class bring extras to finals, so
make sure you are prepared.
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Letter to the Editor:

An Open Letter to the Georgia Southern Community

At this time of giving thanks, the Georgia
Southern Chapter of the American Association
of University Professors would like to say that
we are grateful that we still have jobs. Moreover,
we are grateful that the furloughs we had to
shoulder this year saved jobs and possibly saved
families in our community. However, there is
one thing for which we are not grateful: the
way our institution handled the implementation of the furloughs without any consultation
with faculty and staff — the groups who were
affected the most.
During this month of holiday giving, GSU
faculty took a 17.9 percent smaller paycheck
home, which meant there was 17.9 percent less
money to pay a mortgage, buy groceries, or make
a car payment. According to data published
online, over 50 percent of assistant professors at GSU make less than $60,000 a
year. For a professor earning $50,000, the
17.9 percent pay cut adds up to $769.23,
more than double an average monthly car
loan payment, and not enough to cover
the mortgage-sized student loans we had
to take out in order to become eligible to
be professors. For the 20 percent of all
faculty who are temporary, the average
salary is closer to $30,000, making the pay
cut even more severe for those individuals
and their families.
For those families in which all income
earners work at GSU, the pay cut is exorbitant.
There are many here who depend on GSU
not just for their income but to educate their
college-aged children as well. Increased student
fees combined with the three-day pay cut will
make this holiday season a grim one, indeed,
for these families.
The members of AAUP recognize that the
furloughs were not an institutional decision.
Rather, they were mandated by the state. But,
without so much as a meeting with the Faculty
Senate Executive Committee, President Grube
issued a furlough policy that lumped all three
of this semester's required days in the month of
November. The administrators at Georgia State,

Kennesaw State and the University of Georgia
(just to name a few) distributed the furlough days
throughout the term. Some of the universities
even allowed employees to choose a few of the
furlough days and thus to choose when to bear
the brunt of the pay cut.
When you're making $30,000-50,000 a year,
as so many faculty do here at GSU, being forced
to take all of the furlough days in one month,
right before the holidays, is a difficult burden
to bear. This burden resulted from the lack of
shared governance at our institution and the
failure to consult with the very people affected
most by the furlough.
The furloughs took three working days away
from faculty at the end of the term, the busiest
time of the semester. This resulted in three eighthour days during which faculty were forced not
to grade students' work or correspond with
students or prepare lectures and lesson plans.
The furlough policy took time away from our
students whose education is the mission of GSU.
Since faculty at GSU are on a 10-month
contract and administrators are on a 12-month
contract, faculty are being hit with a 34 percent
greater rate of pay cut than administrators. But
at Georgia State, President Becker asked upperlevel administrators to take an additional four
days over what faculty were required to take in
an effort to make the pay cuts more equitable.
He justified this by saying, "The budgetcuts are
leading to sacrifices.... [I]t's important that the
leaders demonstrate that by stepping forward
and taking their fair share."
The faculty at Georgia Southern are more
than willing to do their fair share duringthese
difficult economic times. We understand that
everyone is suffering the burden of the budget
cuts. We simply wonder why we can't suffer
equally, and why we had no voice in determining
how the furloughs were implemented.
Sincerely,
The Georgia Southern University Chapter
of the American Association of University
Professors

Check out gadaily.com for online exclusive opinions by
James Kickligher, John DiPietro, and Joey Newton
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7:00 PM -11:00 PM Eagle Cinema Movie Series: Inglorious Basterds

Monday, December 7th
6:00 PM - 9:05 PM Finals Feast, Russell Union Ballroom

Tuesday, December 8th
Final Exams

Wednesday, December 9th
Final Exams
12:00 PM -1:00 PM Don't Stress It, Russell Union 2047, 2044, 2041

Thursday, December 10th
Final Exams
7 PM Senior Lantern Walk

Friday, December 11th
12:00 AM -12:00 AM Commencement, Hanner Fieldhouse

Upcoming Events
HONDURAS.. .Alternative Spring Break Trip
The Office of Student Leadership & Civic Engagement will be offering an Alternative Spring Break to Honduras! If you would
like to spend your spring break working with kids in orphanages, helping construct homes for low -income, and spread the word
about how great GSU is, please apply for the ASB 2010 trip to Honduras! Applications are available in Student Leadership &
Civic Engagement (RU 2024) and will be due on Wednesday, January 13th.
Trip cost will be $500 (includes lodging and transportation, but not food). Passports are required if you are accepted. -
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Eagle Entertainment destresses finals week with food

Finals feast provides different atmosphere for last minute cramming sessions

By Jessica Teal
Guest writer

This final exam season, check out the
Finals Feast hosted by Eagle Entertainment,
Dec. 7 in the Russell Union Ballroom from

6-9 p.m.
This is a chance for students to take a
break from studying. The final feast is an
annual event that has been going on for
over 20 years.
The feast is always "breakfast for dinner"

and includes eggs, bacon, sausage and, this
year, an omelet bar.
There will also be assorted juices and
coffee for the late-night studying students.
"This event is a great way to enhance
the relationship between the faculty and
staff with the students of GSU," said James
Kicklighter, public relations coordinator
for Eagle Entertainment. "This event is not
only for the students who live on campus
but off campus as well.
"This year, the event is especially catered
to the stressed out students by having six
professional massage therapists giving out
free 10-minute massages to all who attend
the event," he said.
The Academic Success Center will also
have a booth set up to give out helpful study
tips and tutoring schedules, and the Wellness
Center will pass on ways to deal with the
stress brought on by final exams.
For the students just looking for something fun to do, decorating ginger- bread
men will be available, as with various board
games.
Gus, the Georgia Southern's mascot will

be there, dressed as Santa Claus to take
pictures.
There will also be a canned food drive
going on to aid the local food bank for this
holiday season.
Kacie Whigham said, "I can't wait to see
the turn out. It's gong to be a lot of fun with
nutritious food, study tips and games."
Activities Coordinator Sriravong Sriratanakoul said "Even if you are not stressed
by finals, there is something for everyone,
so everyone should try to stop by."
If there are any questions concerning
this event or Eagle Entertainment, go online
to www.eagleentertainmentonline.com, or
check out the Eagle Entertainment .group
via Facebook.

Good luck!
See you next
spring!

New organization encourages political involvement
By Mallory McLendon
Assistant news editor

Oxfam, a new on-campus organization,
was in the Russell Union on Tuesday holding its Oxfam Call In Day. Students were to
call Senator Saxby Chambliss office and ask
him to support the Energy Security Through
Transparency Act.
"These extracting companies for oil are
coming to developing countries," said Crystal Hardy, a campus organizer working with
Oxfam. "They are paying the government
money, but the government is so corrupt, it's
not paying its people. There are people starving and don't have places to live. There's lots
of pollution and no education."
The bill will make all the companies registered throughout the United States be more
transparent about their payments. This way,
the people working for the companies in the

area will have the right to know that their wrote anything they felt if they're passionate
governments are held more accountable for about the subject.
Oxfam plans to continue to the end of the
the money.
semester
doing more things with legislation
This is building a framework where the
companies publish what they pay and the campaigns and getting students involved with
international and worldwide projects.
governments publish what they receive.
"Next semester we will probably be doing
"This way the people can get money transferred in for food, educations and things like more service kind of work and, hopefully,
bringing in speakers," said Allison Beasley,
that," said Hardy.
Students made a phone call to Washington founder of Oxfam at GSU.
"We want to help people more in the comDC and asked Chambliss to support the bill.
The students then received their cupcake and munity too," said Hardy. "We're an on-campus
organization, and we want to do more things
a cup of Kool- Aid.
"I think it's a great cause," said Racheal with the students."
The Oxfam organization on campus will
Claxton, who gave Chambliss a call, "and it felt
pretty good to try and help out with a cause like begin work to support the Relay for Life and a
this. That, and I get a cupcake before it's over." new soup kitchen that is opening in Statesboro
'The Right to Know, The Right to Decide' to help them become a nonprofit organization.
If you would like to join the Oxfam cause,
pledge cards were also available for students to
sign and address to Chambliss. Students wrote visit them on Facebook at Oxfam at Georgia
their name and Georgia Southern address and Southern.

Special photo
Students made phone calls to Senator Chambliss in exchange for a free cupcake.
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Planetarium hosts event after equipment malfunction
By Martine Howell

Guest writer

Georgia Southern's Planetarium will
host its annual Christmas Public Evening
this Saturday, Dec. 5, featuring new shows
using full dome, digital technology.
Phil Groce of Audio Video Imagineering/Konica Minolta Planetarium
has offered to return to GSU in order
to demonstrate to the public the highest
resolution, single projector, digital planetarium in existence.
Groce visited GSU during last months
public evening, but because of a software
glitch, the public was unable to experience
his shows.
According to Becky Louder, assistant
planetarium director, Groce called the
GSU planetarium immediately after repairing the software and offered to return
for another public demonstration.
"I'm so excited for Phil to return," said
Louder. "I can't wait for the public to

be able to experience this technology."
The Konica Minolta Super MediaglobeII has five times the pixel density of the
current HD 1080p format.
Using this new digital technology,
Groce will immerse the audience in full
dome imagery by projecting giant-screen,
real-time computer simulations and prerendered digital movies that surround
the audience.
The evening's program consists of a
brief tour of the winter night sky along
with a simulation of the upcoming close
approach of the Mars and the Geminid
meteor showers Dec. 13-14.
The show will conclude with a special
showing of "STARS," the inaugural program at Nashville's new Sudekum Planetarium, narrated by Mark Hamill better
known as Luke Skywalker.
Those who attend may also request
to see the shark tank simulation that
immerses the audience a Pixar 3-D-like
experience.

SYSTEM FAILURE
Photo Illustration by: Brandilyn Brown/STAFF

WELCOME BACK CSU STUDENT!!
BUBBlTOt

BARBERITOi
A SOUTHWESTERN GRILLE & CANTINA

CHEEli DIP
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IIOO BRAMPTON AVE*
912-871-7655

WAY FRESHER...WAY BETTER!
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Wednesday, November 18,2009
Officers issued one traffic citation,
issued five traffic warnings, assisted five
motorists and responded to one alarm.
A case of simple battery was reported
at the Russell Union.
A case of harassing phone calls was
reported at Physical Plant.
A case of harassment was reported at
the Lakeside Cafe.
A bicycle was taken from Southern
Courtyard.
Two bicycles were taken from
Centennial Place.
A set of keys were taken from a jacket
at University Villas.
Thursday, November 19, 2009
Officers assisted 11 motorists, issued
one traffic warning, issued 10 parking
citations, towed five vehicles and
responded to two vehicle accidents.
There were two reports of harassing
phone calls.
A report was made for burglary from
University Villas.
Three separate thefts were reported at
the Recreation Activity Center.
Two suspicious persons were reported
at the Zeta Tau Alpha house on Olympic
Boulevard.
A bicycle was found on Knight Drive.
Jeffery Alexander Jackson, 18, was
charged with underage possession
of alcohol and obstruction of a law
enforcement officer
Wednesday, November 25, 2009
No incidents reported.

Thursday, November 26, 2009
No incidents reported.

PRFAT
until I

Friday, November 27, 2009
Officers issued two traffic warnings
and responded to one alarm.
Saturday, November 28, 2009
Officers issued five traffic warnings
and assisted three motprists.
Sunday, November 29, 2009
Officers issued one traffic citation,
issued four traffic warnings, assisted three
motorists and assisted one injured person.
A bicycle was taken from Sanford Hall.
Christopher D. Richardson, 22,
Highway 67, was charged with public
drunkenness and affray (fighting).

©BDO'DD©©©
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We will pay the tax when you present your
ent ID.
7With

$30 order choose 1 of 3:

ipc Chees Wanton, 6pc Spring Roll, or 10pc Donut
Phone: 912.871.7118 We have WiFi!
620 Fair Rd. Across from GSU
Located Next to Harvey's
:'■'.' -'.'!*";.':

;

Jason Mathias, 25, Forest Way, was
charged with public drunkenness, affray
and obstruction
Monday, November 30, 2009
Officers issued one traffic citation,
issued four traffic warnings and
responded to two alarms.
A bicycle was taken from the Russell
Union.
A digital camera, GPS system, pair of
boots and $15 were taken from a vehicle
at Southern Pines.
Tuesday, December 1,2009
Officers issued one traffic warning,
assisted five motorists, responded to two
alarms and investigated one accident.
A purse was taken from a vehicle at
Paulson Stadium.

Sell Back $100,

GET 10% OFF

Your Textbooks
Next Semester!
1550 Chandler Rd.

(912)631-2665

www.GraysBooks.com
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SH FOR BOOKS
CHECK BUYBACK PRICES
AT VAAAV.6SUSTORE.COM

CLICK THE "TEXTBOOKS'TAB,
THEN CLICK "BUYBACK PRICES"
Paulson Stadium || Dec 710
Mon-Thurs |: 8am-4;,30pm
Gate STicket Booth, Lanier Drive

Ihe LI Store | Dec, 7-10
Mon-Thurs | 8am-5pm
III Building Atrium

The University Store
December 2-11
Mon-Thurs | 8am-7pm
Friday | 8am-5pm
Eagte Village [Dec 710
Mon-Thurs | 8an>4:30pm
Eagle Village Clubhouse

THE UNIVERSITY STORE

GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
91 Georgia Avenue | Statesboro, Georgia || 912,478,5181 || 1.800.8617069
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Weekend Wrap

• $ 1 Drafts Daily (3-7 p.m.)

•$1 Singles; $2 Doubles

Everyday: $ 1 Sweet Tea, 2-5 p.m.

Thursday: Tyler&Joey

»

—-—-?"~~~""=—-""-"

Elimination @ b p.m.
Friday: The Swingin' Medallions -10 p.m.
Saturday: College Football & Live Music
Monday: Darts Luck of the Draw
Tournament; KENO
Tuesday: Texas Hold'em @ 7:30 p.m.
1068 Savannah Avenue • 972-489-3233
www.frenchquarterstatesboro.com

3 Georgia Avenue • 912-681-3207

it is against the law
to buy alcoholic beverages."

Drink Specials - All Three
Locations

All Day Every Day
$ 2 Wells, $ 2 Margaritas, $ 2 House

Thursday: 34 oz. Beer $ 2 (Domestic Only)

Wines, $6 Pitchers, $ 3 Martinis

Friday: 12 oz. Mojito $ 2 (Frozen Only)

Wednesday: $ .35 Wings

Saturday: 12 oz. Margarita (Lime Only)

Thursday: Jokers &Thieves
Saturday: $.35 Wings, DJ

O

Monday: $.35 Wings

Monday: 12 oz. Margarita (Lime Only)
Tuesday: Imported Beer $ 2

470 S. Main Street • 912-489-8291

5-M

Wednesday: Domestic Beer $ 2

All Day Every Day

O

Food Specials - New Location

$1 Drafts &$1 Hunch Punch

"Ifyou are under the age of 21,

Thursday: Speedy Claxton
Friday: Stoneheart
Saturday: Wesley Bragg & Cut Throat
Cowboy
200 Lanier Drive • 912-681-1371
www.dosprimosonline.com

Friday: Tyler&Joey

•1/2 Price Hot Wings

Thursday: Pool Tourney - & Ball - Double

$ 3 32 oi. Big Beer
2 for $ 4 Domestics; 2 for $ 5 Imports
$2 Wells • $3 Margaritas

• Happy Hour from 5-7 p.m.

• Shrimp & Oyster Dinner $ 10.99

r

All Day Every Day

•$1WellsAIIDay

• 4 pc. Chicken Fingers @ $4.99

340 Henry Boulevard* 912-764-2764

December 3 through December 9

Every Day

For You This Month

V

r«». JWRIl. B-W ! ed-i^^y

Thursday: Dance Night/Theme Night/
Foam Party
Fri.:AYCEWings&Tendersfor$10,5-9p.m.
Sat: AYCEWings&Tendersfor$10,5-9
p.m.; Game Day & Dance Night
Wednesday: Trivia Night; Karaoke
102 Brannen Street

More "Good Time" Money
Sell me your books, calculators, and clickers
for the most cash

WEBUYBACK
ALL YEAR LONG!

912.225.1400

Happy Hour from 5-7 p.m.

• Polio Diablo
• Camarones Al Mojo De Ajo

$0.79
$ 10.99

• Huevos Con Chorizo

$4.99

• Polio Con Crema

$ 0.79

• Ulapia a la Diablo

$ 3.79

406 Fair Rd. • 600 Northside Dr.
879 Buckhead Dr. • www.elsombrero.net

Is Your Place the Place
To Be on Fridays?
Share with the rest of us!
Advertise with us! Call ADS at 912-478-5418.

mulpll
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Want to see your restaurant featured in our paper?
Is your band performing at a local establishment?
Let us know!! Call 912-478-5418.

Happy Hour All Day Every Day

Happy Hour Draft Pint $2.75;

Thursday: 9 oz. Prime Rib for $10.95;
Dr. Don
Friday: G.Strang
Saturday: Do Good DJs
Sunday: Kids Eat Free
Monday: $ 1.99 Domestic Drafts, Well
Liquor; $ 2.49 House Wine; Thai Spiced
Tilapia for $3.95
Tuesday: 9 oz. Prime Rib for $ 10.95
Wednesday: Alaskan Snow Crab I1/2
pounds for $14.95

Thursday: Comhole Tournament

1601 Statesboro Place Circle • 912-871-6474

Wednesday: Trivia with Cabbott;

Margaritas
Monday through Friday:
11 a.m. -2 p.m. Lunch Special Slice Pizza/
Salad & Drink for $ 7.99; $ 3 Bombs
1098 Bermuda Run - 912-681-4743
Monday through Saturday:
Happy Hour from 5-7 p.m.
Thursday: Wrong Way, Sublime Tribute

Friday: $1 Vodkas

Saturday: Open at Noon... Ultimate Fighter

Saturday: $ 1 Bud Light Drafts; $ 3

Finale

Bombs

Monday: Mad Mondays - No Cover and

Monday ...

Cheap Drinks

Tuesday: $ 1 Bud Light Drafts; $ 1 Wells

Tuesday: Wings & Beer, 5-3 p.m.,

Wednesday ...

Free Trivia @ 6 p.m.; Karaoke @ 9 p.m.

Entertainment (12/10-12/12)

Thursday (12/10): Clayton Anderson Band
Friday (12/11): Southbound
Saturday (12/12): UFC107 Penn vs. Sanchez

Congratulations,
Graduates!

^

Still tlie Best Buffet In Town
Grill, Buffcl & Hak.ry

806 Northside Dr E
Statesboro, GA 30458

Tan^ueray
• $5 Pitcher of the Week
•$5PBR

'Free Fries from 4:30-5 p.m.

Friday ...
Saturday: Poker $ 4:30 p.m.; Live Music
Monday: Comhole Tournament
Tuesday: Dart League

Lunch is n
Breakfast

anywhere
Statesboro jnd eat for 1

SetecWx pfe se/vjice, (VteMc&Oess, *JO oje eta? coMes cbsef

_J

What's Shaking
Statesboro?

You tell us,
and well tell everyone else!

15 University Plaza

Wednesday: Wild Wednesday!!

lift

• $ 2 Singles - Crown Royal, Absolut,

516 S. Main Street

Thursday: $ 1 Bourbons

Friday: Miss Used, Rock Covers

1 University Plaza » 912-681-2444

All Day Every Day

Blind Boro Brewers

Band

^

The George-Anne
Thursday, December
Decemb 3,2009

M

Monday through Saturday:
$ 3 Wells; 1II price Martinis and

OS

Weekend WrapI il

local bar and restaurant owners, interested
n seeing your musical acts listed m the G A ?
Contact m r@912 478 541& ore n
your event and
j< ■• j cor
'.'Jin W • ifliVfillUl
to amgnmenn&georgtosouthern e

Local Bar or Restaurant?
Want to reach the college students?
This space could be yours!
Advertise with us! Call ADS at 912-478-5418.
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Troy Marsh RC.

THE MARSH LAW FIRM

* Over 15 years of Experience
ACCIDENTS

Attorney at Law

FELONY AND MISDEMEANOR CRIMES

INJURIES

RESPONSIBILITY -1 rake the time to explain the law, the court procedures,
and the range of possible outcomes because I care about my clients.
DEDICATED CLIENT EXTRANET • My clients are able to log in from any
computer connected to the internet with a unique user name and password to
view oil file documents in their case and to view a case-specific calendar of
important dates, times, and locations.

DUI-MIP-TRAFFIC

INSURANCE

*FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION*
Currently enrolled GSU students can schedule
a free, on-campus, initial consultation with Troy
Marsh by calling the THE MARSH LAW FIRM at

(912) 764-7388

12-0

THE MARSH LAW FtRM
226 SOUTH ZETTEROWER AVENUE
STATESBORO, GEORGIA 30458
(912) 764-7388 or 1 (877) MARSHIAW

Troy@Mar$hlaw 1 .com

WWW.MARSHLAW 1 .COM

Drive Mru Open!
609 Brannen St.
wlalCSDOi OfliA

We Deliver

International job opportunities immediately available f
Experience and Sub-specialties consistently in highest demand are:
* Engineering; electrical, chemical, nuclear, mechanical and aeronautical.
* Sciences: physics, biology, chemistry, toxicology, virology and veterinary science.
* Computer Science; telecommunications, shipping/logistics and procurement/acquisitions.
Our global partners include: multi-national and public entity firms focused on the most advanced
engineering and scientific research projects.
Competitive candidates will have native fluency in a foreign language and a demonstrated ability to live
and work overseas.
Please apply by sending resume/CV and cover letter to humanresources@gradjobzone.com or mail to:
Gradiob2one.com 1440 Coral Ridge Drive, Suite 338 Coral Springs, FL 33071

1100 Brampton Ave.? Suite A
Statesboro, GA • (912) 681-3354
www.mcalistersdeli.com
We Accept Eagle Express Cards!
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Grube reflects on presidency, legacy

'We would choose Georgia
Southern again, only... sooner'

2004:Jiann-PingHsuCollegeofPublic I
Health founded. It is Georgia's first
school of public health.

By Charles Minshew
Editor-in-Chief

2005: The transit system, later named
Southern Express, debuts.
2006: Grube announces that GSU has
obtained Doctoral/Research status.
2007: Paulson Stadium, home of the
Eagles football team, is renovated.

2007: An expansion to the Recreation
Activities Center is completed

2008: Renovations to the Zach S.
ii
Henderson Library are completed,
doubling the size of the facility.

_

2008: The Center for Art and Theatre |
opens to the public.
Nov. 24,2008: Grube announces that I
he will step down effective June 30, 1
2009. He later decides to stay until
Dec. 31,2009.
July 30,2009: The Grubes participate
in their last watermelon cutting at
Sweetheart Circle.
August2009:Centennial Placeopens, 1
providing 1,000 beds for on-campus
housing. The new residence hall dp
replaces Olliff, Johnson and Winburn 1
Halls.
Sept. 10, 2009: The former secretary
of state, Condoleezza Rice, speaks to
students,becomingthehighest-ranking
official brought to campus by the
university in its 103-year history.
Dec 1,2009: The Grubes are honored
at a reception at the Center for Art
and Theatre. The Bruce and Kathryn
Grube Learning Commons attheZach
S. Henderson Library and a park at the
Nursing/Chemistry and Education
Buildings are named in their honor.
Dec. 31,2009: Gru be leaves office after
10 and a half years.

|
1
*
Jj

A large line of shelves on the wall of President
Bruce Grubes office in the Marvin Pittman Building
now sits empty, and a stackofboxes, packed and ready
to be moved, sits in the corner. Both are signs that his
10-year career at Georgia Southern ends this month.
Grube leaves office on Dec. 31, but does plan to
return to the classroom after a sabbatical, although
the details have yet to be worked out. He said that
there is an unusual feeling surrounding his departure.
"This is going to be the first time in my life since
I was a little kid that I've not had a job and so, the
question doesn't scare me, but it does amuse the heck
out of me," Grube said.
Grube noted that he has always held a j ob, whether
it was mowing lawns, working in a steel mill or being
a professor, which he first did in the 1960s.
"At that point in time, I realized that choosing to
become a professor was something I really thought I
would enjoy because I couldn't believe somebody was
going to pay me to read and write and talk about what
I was interested in," Grube said. "Then more fabulous
yet, people were going to ask me questions about it
because they thought I knew a lot."
Grubesaidthatbeingauniversitypresidentisavery
fast-paced j ob that presents its own unique challenges.
"Being a university president is life in the fast
lane," Grube said. "You discover you're responsible
for everything. So, if there's not enough toilet paper
in the restrooms somewhere, you may get a letter of
complaint. Thebasketballteamdoesn'twin.peoplewill
have all kinds ofsuggestions. It goes on and onand on."
However, Grube said that he could not specifically
pinpoint his "greatest accomplishment" because he
said that teamwork among everyone in the university
allows the accomplishments to occur.
"You're just about as good as the people you get
around you, and I have been incredibly fortunate
to have folks here working with me who have been
first rate."
Grube said that he and his wife, Kathryn, plan to
move back to Texas, where she grew up and where
the couple lived for 10 years, after he steps down at
the end of the year. He added that they have roots in
Statesboro now
"The longest Kathryn and I have ever lived in a
single house has been in Statesboro," Grube said, "so,
we've set down lots of roots. We didn't know it when
we chose to come here, but in looking back on it, we
could not have possibly chosen a better place to finish
out a career than Georgia Southern because so much
has happened during the time that I have been here."

File Photo

Bruce Grube walks out of the Marvin Pittman bui Iding during his first semester as president at GSU.
Grube said that in his 10 years, many goals have
been accomplished, but that there is more work still
needs to be done.
Grube said, "One thing about my job is that it is
never done. Ever. When I leave, believe me, I could
hand Dr. Keel a very lengthy list of things that still
need to get done and he will construct his own list
in addition."
Grube said that he has second guessed himself on
decisions, citingaconvocationwhereherecitedapoem
from an on-campus poet with a curse word in its text.
"I chose to read one of his poems during an
opening convocations, and in one of his poems
he uses the f-word," Grube said. "I just recited the
poem, and I thought the place was going to go crazy.
I had half the audience going Yes! Yes! Freedom of
expression!' and support for the arts. The other group
going'Blasphemy.Blasphemy.Sin!Ttwasoneo£those
things afterwards where Kathryn said, 'I'm going to

vet all of your speeches from now on."'
He added that it was a "learning experience" for
some and noted that a university is not a placebo
"reinforce your orthodoxy. Universities are there to
ask questions."
Grube spoke in detail about his wife. The couple
has been together for 32 years. He said that they are
looking forward to retirement and being able to spend
time together.
"Kathryn is literally the university's 100 percent,
uncompensated volunteer," Grube said. "She is not
only a life partner, but when the university brought
me here, they got two for the price of one.
Grube said, "It'sbeen wonderful. Ifwe could choose
where we would have liked to have spent the last 10
years of our life in higher education, I couldn't think
of a better place. Ifwe had to do it all over again, from
day one, we would choose Georgia Southern again,
only we would have gotten here sooner."
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Need an Elective? Looking to Declare a Minor?

Today, Dec. 3

CALENDAR

FRAUD EXAMtNATIO

What: Sacred and Profane
Where: Center for Art and Theatre
When: All Day

The following courses may be taken as electives after 45 semester hours of credit:

What: Club Mud Exhibition and Sale.
Where: Ceramics Studio
When: 10 a.m.

This course examines fraud investigations in the U.S. criminal
justice system.

What: Annual Lighting of Sweetheart
Circle
Where: Sweetheart Circle
When: 4 p.m.

AVI .
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This course examines the numerous legal issues associated with
conducting fraud investigations.

This course examines human behavior and the signals indicating
truth or deception.
The following courses may be taken after credit in an accounting course:
RO

FRAUD

EXAMINATION:

CACC

This course examines fraud and the pervasiveness of it in our
society.
MICRO

FRAUD

EXAMINATION:

CACCT

4632)

This course examines 44 of the most common fraud schemes.
The completion of these five courses leads to a minor in Fraud
Examination and was designed to prepare students for the
Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE) test.
Students who complete the Fraud Examination minor will
enhance their undergraduate degree with investigative
knowledge helpful in pursuing careers in law enforcement,
loss prevention, corporate security, private investigation,
fraud control, and many other areas.

mm PERMEATES ALL ASPECTS
OF BUSINESS ANO SOCIEfY.

What: Graduation Recital
Where: Foy Building
When: 7:30 p.m.
What: John Berry Christmas
Performance
Where: PAC
When: 7:30 p.m.

Friday, Dec. 4
(LAST DAY OF CLASSES)
What: Form & Content - 4th Annual
Juried Undergraduate Exhibition
Where: Center for Art and Theatre
When: All Day
What: Symphonic Wind Ensemble &
Wind Symphony
Where: PAC
When: 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 5
What: Sacred and Profane
Where: Center for Art and Theatre
When: All Day
What: Discovering New Worlds
Where: Planetarium
When: 7 p.m.
What: Senior Recital
Where: Foy Building
When: 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 6
What: Sacred and Profane
Where: Center for Art and Theatre
When: All Day

What: Seasonal Celebration Concert
Where: Foy Building
When: 3 p.m.
Monday, Dec. 7

What: Final Exams
When: All Day
What: Sacred and Profane
Where: Center for Art and Theatre
When: Ail Day

Tuesday, Dec. 8
What: Final Exams
When: All Day
What: Sacred and Profane
Where: Center for Art and Theatre
When: All Day

Wednesday, Dec. 9
What: Final Exams
When: All Day
What: Sacred and Profane
Where: Center for Art and Theatre
When: All Day
WhatAnnualTreePlanting Ceremony
Where: Deal Hall
When: 3 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 10
What: Final Exams
When: All Day
What: Sacred and Profane
Where: Center for Art and Theatre
When: All Day
What:The Lantern Walk
Where: Russell Union
When: 6 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 11
What: Sacred and Profane
Where: Center for Art and Theatre
When: All Day
What: Commencement
Where: Hanner Fieldhouse
When: All Day

Features

FOR EXCLUSIVE CONTENT

Make sure to visit www.gadaily.com for
up-to-date features and Web-exclusive content.
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Annual Lighting of Sweetheart Circle If Today at 4 p.m. at Sweetheart Circle

Sarah Jane Goodwin;
News Editor
"I like to study at Latte Da or in my room
without any noise. But, if I'm really feeling
studious...! climb a tree!!"

r

Ryan Babula: Features
editor

"Personally, as much as I like to use the
library to get work done, I find it much easier
to study in my bathroom. The soundis blocked
out pretty well in there. Plus, no one bothers
you because they think'you're taking care of
business."

Abbey Lennon: Assignments
editor

"[I look for] the deepest, darkest, most
isolated corner as far away from people as I
can. Typically I prefer a hard chair and a table
to keep me awake. It's uncomfortable, but it
keeps me focused. Being brilliant literally hurts
sometimes!''

Keith Warburg: Executive editor
"I like to finish my work in my office (at the
George-Anne]. I'm almost always in a working
mind-set at my desk and that transfers to homework when I come in late to study."

Thorn Cunningham:
Sports editor
"I like being [in my living room] where I
can focus and get all of my stuff done. It is a
comfortable setting and I get more done when
I'm comfortable.

Shannon Knepp:
Managing editor

"If I'm studying, then my room. But, if I'm
writing a big research paper, the library. I like
being able to spread out, and I can't do that in
my room.

v_

Brandilyn Brown: Photos
editor
"When it's not raining, I love to take a blanket
and my notes to Sweetheart Circle and study.
If it's raining, I study on the 4th floor of'Club
Henderson?

Charles Minshew: Editor in
chief
"When I have time to study, I normally find
myself going directly to a secluded spot on the
first floor [of the library]. It always takes me a
few minutes to make my way through the maze
of shelves just to find a desk"

W^^^^Kiff^JWW^W^
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On Tuesday, Dec. 1, the Umbadu Dance
Company performed at the Performing
Arts Center.
From beginning to end, the show was filled with
energy. The group consisted of three male dancers,
a female dancer and a drummer.
Throughout the show, the group members
communicated with each other through the Zulu
language and wore traditional outfits. This allowed
foratruly authentic, traditional-feeling atmosphere
for'the performance.
Steps in the dance included stomping, jumping and high kicking. All of the dancers acted in
unison, except for the female only routine, but
the differences in styling were still apparent. The

subtle differences between the dancers made the
performance seem more natural and free-spirited.
In between dances, the lead dancer and founder
of the group, Johannes "Jomo" Xulu, taught some
of the history of Africa and the Zulu tribe. He described some ofthe different situations for dancing
and life for the Zulu people.
"To make sure people understand one thing
that is missing in this universe, because we are
the residents of the world. We are all one people."
said Xulu. He also taught some syllables of the San
language, which is famous for its use of "clicks."
Towards the end of the show, and the female
dancer enacted the story of Shaku Guru, where the
prince of the Zulu tribe who fell in love with Nandi,

a woman from a neighboring tribe which the Zulu
were forbidden from wedding with.
"I'm not sure how many students are aware of
the story of Shaku Guru, so the fact that he went
over the story, I was impressed," said Consuela
Ward, director ofthe Multicultural Student Center.
The highlight of the show was the audience
participation. About halfway through the show,
the group taught the audience some of the basic
movements in Zulu dancing.
This brought up the energy in the entire audience and enforced the group's theme of unity of
all people.
The audience was also encouraged to speak
some ofthe San language. At the end ofthe show, the

audience was again asked to dance with the group.
"I loved it. It was really energetic and I want to
go home dancing tonight," said Christina Brooks, a
friend ofGeorgia Southern student Tasha Williams.
"Sometimes people forget that learning can be
fun," said Ward.
Xulu, a Zulu who danced since he was 4 years
old, began the group in 2000 after working with
other dance groups around the world, including
England.
The Umdabu Dance Company provided a
fantastic, energetic show that left every audience
member satisfied. "It was so culturally fused and
interesting," said Janelle Clarke, a Judicial advocate
and member of the Adrenaline Show Choir.

ATTENTION MBA STUDENTS

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR AN ELECTIVE?
*

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE?

*

ARE YOU A TEAM PLAYER?

*

AREYOUCOMPETIIVE?

*

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN WINNING A CASH PRIZE?

BUSA 7030 - Business Plan Development
Spring 2010
W 6:30 - 9:15 Main Campus
This course will be in a hybrid format with a blend of class

meetings and online instruction.

GEORGIA
SOU1HERN

UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Department of Finance and
Quantitative Analysis
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CLASSIFIED CATEGORIES
Free ads for students, faculty&staff (noncommercial): .fast go to

vww.gadaily.com

-cljck on classifieds

You must include your names, phone number and Seorgia Southern «-«nait address for
freebies. No phonecails please, at this price we don't take dictation.

100
110
120
130
140

Announcements
Auditions
Freebies
Lost & Found
Other Announcements

320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390

ZOO
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290

Buy or SHI
Autos for Sale
Auto Parts for Sale
Bicycles for Sale
Books for Sale
Computers & Software
Miscellanneous for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Trade & Barter
Wanted

400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490

300 Employments Job Services
310 Careers Job Services

Buy or Sell
200 - 299
260 Miscellaneous for Sale
XBOX 360 w/ both wired & wireless remote controls. Includes headseat, games. Perfect condition.
Call Marshall at 229-376-6003 for more information.

Employment & Job Services
300 - 399
370 Opportunities/Business
BARTENDING $300/DAY POTENTIAL! No experience necessary. Training provided. Age 18+ OK.
1-800-965-6520 ext 296.

Housing & Real Estate
400 - 499
440 Real Estate for Sale
3BR/2BA 1330 sq ft home in cul-de-sac of quiet
neighborhood. Cathedral ceiling in LR, energy efficient appliances included, 5 miles from GSU. Great
investment property! CallI Tiffany(912)690-4986
4BR/3BA Townhouse for sale. 1250 sq ft. Close
to campus/stadium. Great investment! Call 912536-8209.
450 Roommates
Talons Lake room for rent this spring. 2 male
roomates, very clean house, cul-de-sac basketball hoop. Rent is $350 all inclusive. Call David
(404)680-1285
'
Female looking for a clean female to rent 1 BD in a
2BD/1BA duplex walking distance to campus. Very
nice duplex, large rooms, large yard, surrounded
by Botanical Gardens. $300/month + 1/2 bills.
678-313-3705.
Very clean 4BR/4BA house in Burkhalter Plantation.
One male roommate needed; rent is $375/ month
plus utilities which are never over $100. Will give
$250 cash upon signing lease!!!! 706-819-9259.
Roommates needed for Spring semester at Cambridge! Give me a call! Great prices, beautiful pool,
and close to campus! 912.681.2262

VOTRMARK^VMM*.
**tfmmmfm#*&*.*****.

One female sublease needed for a 2bedroom/2bath
apartment located in The Garden District. All inclusive, wireless internet. Will be available ASAP! If
interested call or text 912-288-4262.
3BR Flat w/ 2 Great Roommates. Big Kitchen.Clean
Apt w/ New Carpet. Biggest BR, private BA, &
Walk-in Closet. Furnished. Quiet Neighborhood.
Rent:$399/month Utilities included. Move-In
Dec. 10. Call 770-865-4448.
4BR house for rent. Bonus room/2 full BA. All appliances except W/D. No inside Pets. $750/month.
(912)618-8151
2 Bedroom 1 1/2 bath trailer for rent. In Portal area
pet friendly have room to board horse if wanted-.
$300/month and utilities. 912-687-3591
3Bed/3Bathroom apartment in Cambridge @
Southern for $440/month. Great amenities, short
walk to campus, and a shuttle stop in front of the
complex. 404-697-2528.
Sublease 1BR/1 BA in a 4BR/4BA apt in Campus
Crossing. 3 female roommates. Available ASAP!!
Rent and utilities all inclusive! $465/mo, but negotiable! Call 770-815-4152.
3 rooms available in Burkhalter Phase 1. Rent is
$340 + Utilities. Sorry no pets. Please contact Nick
or Dennis if interested between the hours of 8am7pm. 678-923-2801 or 678-525-348
Sublease needed for 2BR/2BA apt in The Woodlands for Spring 2010. Rent $495 month Alllnclusive(water,power,Brinks alarm,Cable w/
HBO,lnternet)Pets allowed!(No Deposit) 845642-2030
Looking to sublease for Spring Semester. $425 a
month! 4BR/4BA, fully furnished! FIRST MONTHS
RENT IS FREE! Call Ryan 404-513-8808
1 female sublease needed for a 2BR/2BA apt in
The Garden District. All inclusive.fully furnished,
cable& internet. $489. Available January 10,2010.
If interested call or text 7066277655
Sublet 1 BR in 3 BR, 2 BT house 1/1/10-7/23/10
w/ 2 male GSU students. Rent is $350 + utilities,
$350 security deposit. Full kitchen, large backyard,
close to GSU campus, quiet neighborhood. 678756-7673.
$525 a month. Lawn care, washer, dryer, central
heat and air. Pet friendly with $300 pet fee. Great
area close to Walmart and 5 minutes to GSU. Call
912-844-0305.
Sublease 1 br in 2br/2ba apt in The Woodlands.
One female roommate (friendly, quiet & clean).
Individual pays $490 per month or best offer! Call
803-528-7039 or kentzmh Ogeorgiasouthern.edu
Dec 2009 & July 2010 rent PAID. 3 BR house with
2 male roommates. Large bedroom with full bath
& walk in closet. 7708810220
4bd/ba at Campus Club fully furnished, w/d, new
furniture.New clubhouse, tanning beds, gym.First
stop on bus route. Girl only. $150 SIGNING BONUS
offered. Call (478)397-2801.
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each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit, 1 to 9. For
strategies on how to *
solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk
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Sports
Quick Hits
Men's basketball travels to
Charleston to take on the
College of Charleston. Tip
off is scheduled for 7 p.m.
Women's basketball
returns home Saturday
to face in-conference
opponent Elon. Tip off
is scheduled for 5 p.m.
Two of three Walter
Payton Award finalists
represent the SoCon.
Representing are
Appalachian State's
Armanti Edwards and
Eton's Terrell Hudgins.
Willie Powers was named
Legends Classic MVP
averaging 20.3 points
per game and recording
a career best 27 points
against Valpariaso.
Guard Antonio Hanson
received all-tournament
team honors for his
performance during the
Legends Classic. Hanson
scored double figure
points in all three games.
Jared Collins was dropped
from the men's basketball
team and is appealing
to the NCAA to re-gain
playing status.

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER ATTWSTTER.COM/C5SUSPORTS

Be sure to add the George-Anne as a friend or fan on Facebook for all
the latest news, updates and events around the GSU community
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NEWS FROM THE NEST

Men's basketball prepares for SoCon play
By GSU News Service
The early part of "Season 2" for
Georgia Southern Head Coach Charlton "C.Y" Young begins Thursday,
Dec. 3, with the Eagles traveling to
the College of Charleston for a 7 p.m.
game. The Cougars have had almost
a full week to prepare for GSU after
a loss to ninth-ranked Tennessee
last Friday. The Eagles played three
straight days last weekend, going
2-1 in the Statesboro Sub-regional
of the Legends Classic, and bring a
two-game win streak into Southern
Conference play. GSUplays at The
Citadel Saturday at 3 p.m. for the
second game of the early conference
road swing before finals week
"I tell our team that our season is
really three seasons within the one.
Non-conference games are 'season
one,' conference games comprise
season two' and the conference tournament is 'season three," said Young.
"We have a little bit of crossover with
our non-conference games and this
road trip, but everything we have
learned in our games so far is going
to help us tremendously as we head

into conference play"
The Eagles lost both decisions to
the College of Charleston last season,
both by a 13-point margin: 87-100 in
aJan.l0gameatCharlestonand68-81
at Hanner Fieldhouse Feb. 19. Last
season the Eagles were without the
services of Willie Powers III in both
games, as he went down with a knee
injury in The Citadel game prior to the
January meeting. The Cougars have
a 22-17 lead in the series and have
won the last four contests between
the two schools.
Senior guard Antonio Hanson
was the leading scorer for the Eagles
in the Jan. 10 game with 25 points,
but the Cougars shot 56 percent to
put the game at a comfortable margin
by halftime. In the February game at
Hanner, Tyler Troupe had the Eagles'
high with 17 points and 11 rebounds.
Heading into conference play, four
Eagles are averaging double figures in
scoring with Powers (15.3), Hanson
(14.4) and Rory Spencer (12.0) in
the starting lineup with Ben Drayton III providing 10.7 points off the
bench. Freshman forward Cameron
Baskerville, who missed the last two

games with a muscle strain, averages utes of Georgia Southern basketball
8 rebounds per game. Spencer is together. Last weekend helped our
behind Baskerville with a 5.9 boards team in a lot of different situations."
per game average.
GSU is the league-leader in scorInlastweekend'sthree-game Leg- ing with 77.9points per game andhas
ends Classic, Powers was named the a SoCon-best 16.0 assists per game.
tournament MVP of the Statesboro Individually, five Eagles, the most of
sub-regional and Hanson earned any conference team, rank in the top
all-tournament team honors. Powers 30 in scoring: Powers (T8th-15.3),
averaged 20.3 points per game in the Hanson (lOth-14.4), Spencer (16ththree games at Hanner with a career- 12.0), Drayton (23rd-10.7)and Johnbest 27 points against Valparaiso son (30th-9.9). Several GSU players
game. Powers hit the game-winning are listed in the SoCon statistical
shot with two seconds left to give rankings with top-five placements
GSU the victory over Troy with a for Spencer (blocked shots lst-2.7),
flawless game with six assists and no Hanson (3-Pt FG Made lst-3.9),
turnovers, contributing 16pointsand Powers (assists 4th-4.7), Rucker
grabbing seven rebounds. Hanson (steals 2nd-2.6) and Drayton (A/T
scored in double figures in all three ratio 3rd-2.8).
games, extending his skein to six. He
The first set of NCAA statistical
had 20 against the Crusaders and . rankings was produced today with
tied for the team lead with 18 against three Eagles holding spots in the top
Arkansas-Fort Smith. In the finale 50 oftheir respective categories. Hanversus Troy, Hanson had 14 points son ranks seventh nationally with his
with four three-pointers, as well as 3.9 three-point field goals per game.
three assists and two steals.
Spencer is tied at 26th in blocked
"This weekend showed us we have shots (2.7 per game) and Rucker is
what it takes to finish close games," 41st in steals per game (2.6).
said Powers. "We just have to keep
taking strides in putting a full 40 min-

Four football players earn SoCon honors

By GSU News Service

A pair ofGeorgia Southern defensive linemen received All-Southern
Conference honors, and four Eagles
were named to the All-Freshman
Team. The league office announced
thepostseason awards Tuesday, voted
on by the head coaches.
Redshirt-freshman Brent Russell
and senior Markeith Wylie earned
Second Team AU-SoCon honors.
Russell, wide receivers PatrickBarker
and Jamere Valentine and defensive
back Darius Eubanks represented

the Eagles on the Freshman team.
Georgia Southern's four selections
were one shy of the league-lead.
Russell tied for 55th nationally in
sacks and stands 84th in tackles for a
loss. Starting in all 11 games, he is the
second-highest ranked freshman in
the country in sacks. Russell finished
with 48 tackles, blocked three kicks,
recorded an interception and forced
a fumble.
Wyle, earning the first All-SoCon
accolades of his career, started eight
times while playing in all 11 games. He
shared team-high honors with 11.0

TFL (with Russell) and recorded three
sacks. He led the Eagles and ranked
second in the league recovering three
fumbles, in addition to his 30 tackles.
He recorded his first collegiate points
with a safety during the second half
at North Carolina.
Eubanks finished second on the
team making 58 tackles. He recorded
four TFL, one sack, an interception
and broke up two passes. He forced
two fumbles and recovered one of
them. Eubanks also played in all 11
games, making 10 starts at rover.
Valentine led the receiving corps

with 51 receptions (tied 64th nationally with 4.6 per game) totaling 487
yards and a team-leading four TD
receptions. His 51 catches were the
second-highest season total in program history, and Valentine finished
as the nation's top-ranked freshman
in receptions per game.
Barker moved into the starting
line-up early in the season and stayed
there, making seven starts while
playing in all 11 games. He finished
third on the team with 40 receptions
totaling 255 yards and a touchdown.
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SoCon Sports Calendar
THURSDAY (12/3)
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Furman (1-6) @ Samford (6-1) - 6:30
VOLLEYBALL

C.ofC. (18-12) @ Florida (23-5) - 7:30
MEN'S BASKETBALL

GSU (3-4) @ C.ofC. (1-3)-7:00
Furman (4-1)@ App. State (4-3) - 7:00
Davidson (1-5) @ The Citadel (5-3) - 7:00
Elon (2-5) @ Samford (1-5) - 8:30

Lakeside Cafe

ANNUAL

FRIDAY (12/4)
WRESTLING

December 3
11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Home-style will feature some of your holiday favorites
Oven Roasted Turkey
Brown Sugar Baked Ham
Cornbread Dressing
Green Bean Casserole
Sweet Potato Souffle
Cdllard Greens
Assorted Salads and Desserts.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Davidson (1-6) @ WCU (1-5) - 2:00
Elon (2-3) g> GSU (1-4) -3:00
Wofford (1-5) @ Samford (6-1) - 5:00
Furman (1-6) @ UT-C (2-5) - 5:00
UNC-G (1-5) @ C.ofC. (4-2) - 6:00
MEN'S BASKETBALL

UNC-G (1-4) @ Samford (1-5) - 2:00
WCU (5-1) @ Furman (4-1) - 3:00
Davidson (1-5) @ C.ofC. (1-3) - 4:00
GSU (3-4) @ The Citadel (5-3) - 7:00
Elon (2-5) @ UT-C (4-3)-7:30

MONDAY (12/7)
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Elon (2-3) @ C.ofC. (4-2) - 7:00
The Citadel @ Ohio - 9:00 a.m.
App. State (2-3) @ Davidson (1-6) - 7:00
App. State @ Ohio -11:00 a.m.
The Citadel @ Cleveland State -11:30 a.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Wofford (4-3) @ Michigan St. (8-2) - 7:00

LUNCHEON

SATURDAY (12/5)

App. State (1-5) @ Wofford (4-3) - 2:00
CofC. (1-3) @ UNC-G (1-4) - 7:00
The Citadel (5-3) @ Mich. St. (8-2) - 7:00
WCU (1-5) @ Bradley (9-3) - 8:00
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Past mistakes outweigh good decisions, won't save Baker's job
COLUMN: SHOW ME THE 8/1AUNEY
ByMattMauney
Staff writer

All things, good or bad, eventually have to
come to an end.
The Georgia Southern football season came to
a disappointing one with the teams third losing
record since resurrecting the program in 1981.
This year also saw the end ofthe Eagle coaching
career of Chris Hatcher, who was informed after
the Eagles' last game against The Citadel that his
contract would not be renewed for the 2010 season.
Today will mark another end: a football column,
my last one ever as a student journalist at GSU, so
hopefully, unlike Eagle football, this one doesn't
disappoint.
With ends, come new beginnings.
Sunday afternoon, GSU Athletic DirectorSam
gaker announced Jeff Monken as the new Eagle
head coach.
Monken, who had been an assistant under Paul
Johnson at GSU (1997-2001), Navy (2002-2007)
and Georgia Tech (2008-2009), has held a variety
of positions including his latest as a slot backs and
special teams coordinator for the Yellow Jackets.
With Monken's experience running the triple
option for more than a decade, he looks to be just
the answer to the catastrophe that has become
GSU football.
The Eagles haven't embraced their long
tradition of running the football since 2005 when
Mike Sewak was the head coach. That season
marks the last time the Eagles made a post-season
appearance and won more than seven games in a
season (the Eagles were 8-3 in 2005 before blowing
a 19-point lead to Texas State in the first round of
the I-AA playoffs).
* Monken will bring a refreshing change to a
program that is in dire need for a change.
However, coaching a program that has a long
tradition of winning brings heavy expectations.
Just ask Hatcher.
When Hatcher first came to GSU in early spring
of 2007, expectations couldn't, have been higher.
After experiencing the worst season in recent
program history in 2006 and a one-year coaching
campaign from current Atlanta Falcons defensive
coordinator Brain Vangorder that Eagle fans would
like to pretend never happened, Hatcher and his
"Hatch Attack" offense were to be the saving grace
for Eagle football.
What Eagle Nation got was another three years
of disappointments.
Hatcher would finish his three years as head
coach of the Eagles with a mediocre 18-15 record;

Special photos
Jeff Monken (left) was recently hired as the new head coach for Georgia Southern football after
Chris Hatcher (right) was relieved of duties at the conclusion of the Eagles' regular season.

one that might be acceptable for an up-and-coming
program like Samford or a program that has a vast
losing history like Western Carolina, but at GSU,
mediocrity just doesn't cut it.
The "Hatch Attack" offense!, which saw the
Eagles throw the ball a team record 1,022 times in
three seasons, only accumulated for 6,162 yards
in that span.
That's just 187 passing yards a game, which
doesn't exactly scream "dynamic passing attack."
The 187-yard average is only 10 yards more
than Vangorder's Eagles, who averaged 177 passing
yards a game.
In Hatcher's three years, the Eagles got
progressively worse in most offensive categories,
posting corresponding seven, six and five win
seasons from 2007-2009.
In 2009, the Eagles only managed to score 18.6
points per game, 13.2 points less than in 2008 (31.8
ppg) and 17.9 points less than in Hatcher's first
season in 2007 when Jayson Foster led the Eagles
to 36.5 points per game.
Now, once again, the Eagles clean house and
start over again, seeing their fourth different head
coach in the span of five seasons.
But if Eagle Nation thinks that this will be a
quick fix they are dead wrong.
Since the dismissal of Sewak and his staff in
2005, the Eagles have been a primarily pass heavy
team, and after two complete recruiting classes by
Hatcher, the Eagles are currently in no shape to run
a wishbone offense.
Lee Chappie is not Jayson Foster and never will
be. Although Adam Urbano and Darreion Robinson
are quality backs, it will take more than one season
to make the current Eagles into an effective option
team.

The other large problem will be building and
finding a quality offensive line that can effectively
run block. The Eagles lose 16 seniors this year,
including two of their Eagles best O-linemen in
Trey Dunmon and Cole Fountain.
It will take at least two to three years to bring in
athletes to get back to where the Eagles used to be
when they led the nation in rushing, posting 300400 rushing yards a game.
Essentially what this has become is a quick fix,
one that pleases the majority of GSU students, fans
and alumni, but is only saving face for the current
state of the program.
All things come to an end.
Eagle Nation has seen many departures in
athletics in the past few years, not just in football,
but in its men's basketball program as well. Earlier
this year, Jeff Price resigned after 10 seasons as
head coach of the Eagles, posting an 8-22 record in
2008-09 and having the team placed under NCAA
investigation for an accused cheating scandal.
One factor that has stayed constant in this giant
equation that is GSU athletics is the athletic director,
Sam Baker.
While hiring Monken to replace Hatcher and
bringing in GSU alum Charlton "C.YT Young to
take the place of Price were both good decisions,
they both were decisions that were righting past
wrongs under Baker's administration.
Sewak was wrongfully fired in 2005, afterleading
the Eagles to three post-season appearances in his
four years with the program.
Bringing in Vangorder, a coach that had little
head coaching experience and none at the Division-I
level, along with little knowledge or respect for the
long standing winning tradition ofthe GSU football
program, was also a poor decision and led to the

Eagles worst showing in over two decades.
Bringing in Hatcher, agood-ol-boy coach with
a country swagger that embraced the traditions
of GSU, was a smart move on a public relations
standpoint, but bringing in a coach that has an
offensive philosophy drastically different than
anything the team has ran in the past and not
allowing the proper amount of years to establish
this system was a poor decision.
To save face and please boosters, Baker hired
Monken, a former assistant at GSU in a time where
the Eagles were a feared, powerhouse team.
Monken help ed lead the Eagles to their fifth and
sixth national titles under Paul Johnson in 1999 and
2000, but the team that Monken will inherit now
will not be filled will with talented option players.
Monken was destined to get a head coaching
job in the near future, but it can be safe to say that
this decision was made not because of the coach,
but because of the offense that the coach ran.
Although the football program at GSU is in
the center of the universe of Eagle athletics, let
us remember that an athletic director's job is not
only to manage the football program but all of the
NCCA sports at a college or university.
Looking at the rest of the Eagle Athletic
programs, things don't look much better.
This year, for example saw the GSU men's and
women's soccer teams post a combined 2-32-1
record in 2009 and a 1-16 showing in Southern
Conference play.
As noted earlier, the 2008-09 men's basketball
team posted an 8-22 campaign, their worst showing
in more than a decade.
C.Y. hopes to send men's basketball back to the
NCAA tournament for the first time since he did
so in 1992 as a player.
The women's team hasn't made it to the big
dance since 1994, despite their head coach, Rusty
Cram, earning the most wins in program history.
Monken is a last resort for Baker to return Eagle
football to supremacy. C.Y. hopes to clean up the
mess that Jeff Price has left.
Whether or not these two men can return two
of the biggest sports at GSU to their once highprofile winning ways, all they will do is glaze over
a problem that the athletic program has had since
1996, when Baker took the job as A.D.
Baker has been on the hot seat for too long.
Monken's and Young's successes or failures at GSU
will not be reflected on Baker.
It is Baker's past decisions and mistakes that
GSU athletics is in its current state of depression.
Only time will tell if things get better for Eagle
Nation, but while GSU is in this hiring and firing
mode, they should look at the real problem that
hasn't change since 1996 and continue this trend.

